
What’s your
Barking Sands?





Introducing Barking Sands
{Formerly L’Esperance Group}

Barking Sands is a place—an idyllic beach where soft breezes greet each morning and sunsets linger for 
hours. The kind of place that represents a life well lived and well rewarded.

Barking Sands is also our promise—that our approach to active investing today can lead to an 
exceptional life tomorrow, whether it includes an ocean-side retreat or something else entirely.

We chose Barking Sands for our new brand name because your personal values and dreams have always 
guided our work. Your goals are our goals, too.

No two seashells are exactly alike. It’s the same with investors. 
And it’s the same with our investment solutions.



When chameleons see something (or someone) they like, they generally turn every 
color they can. We feel that way about you and the work we do together.

New brand. Same dedication.

As a client, you’ll continue to enjoy the sophisticated advice of a large professional money manager, 
with the flexibility and attention of a personal advisor. 

So what’s new? A focus on active investment management, backed by a three-year proven track record 
in one of the most volatile markets in decades. By leveraging a portfolio of core equity stocks, hand-
picked for high potential return, we can help you achieve your dreams while minding your tolerance 
for risk.

And what’s the same? We will continue to serve clients with personalized service, and for those who 
wish to do so, a variety of income-based financial products with built-in guarantees.



Sea turtles can live 50 years or longer and often travel thousands of miles during 
their lifetimes. Kind of like humans. That’s why it pays to plan ahead.

Barking Sands Capital will continue to provide a broad range of exceptional financial advisory  
services, including:

We also offer a comprehensive suite of insurance products through our subsidiary, L’Esperance Group.

Proven expertise. Tailored to your dreams.

• retirement planning
• asset management strategies
• tax planning

• protection planning
• financial planning 
• small business consulting



By your side. Throughout your financial life.

Your wealth depends on solid financial planning and investment management as well as insurance and 
legal decisions at many different stages of your life.

Our proprietary InteProcess™ integrates your legal, insurance, tax, retirement, and financial planning by 
coordinating designated professionals in these fields to work together as a team. This team-based approach 
helps mitigate risk so you can capitalize on cross-functional opportunities when the circumstances are 
right for you.

While the most familiar sea stars have five arms, some have up 
to 40. The right number of arms for the job, you might say.



Your goals are our goals

We couldn’t have come this far without the partnership and friendship of our many clients and centers of 
influence. We heartily acknowledge this and promise we will continue to dedicate all of our resources to 

helping you reach your goals. If you would like to know more about how active management can enhance 
the growth of  your portfolio, please let us know. 

When one arrives in Hawaii, a lei is presented as a symbol of affection. We’re 
dedicated to helping you arrive at your life’s dream—wherever that may be.

Michigan Version



Minneapolis

5125 County Road 101, Suite 105, Minnetonka, Minnesota 55345

Phone 952–500–8854  °  Fax 952–303–5504 

Detroit

1985 West Big Beaver Road, Suite 402, Troy, Michigan 48084

Phone 248–792–6746  °  Fax 248–687–1001


